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The purpose of this report is to summarize the present status of X-bund beacon 
reference cavities.    The general construction is described, but other than 
critical electrical dimensions, no detailed mechanical description is made. 
Electrical performance characteristics, and especially frequency stability 
ure discussed.    A number of miscellaneous calculations concerned with possible 
frequency errors are made. 
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X-BAND BEACON ÜETEftEMCE CAVlTIEo 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to simiari:*.e the present status of X-band 
beacon reference cavities»    The general construction is described,  but other 
than critics), electrical dimension», no detailed mechanical description is 
made.    Electrical performance cl ;m.  teri itics,  and especially frsquency 
stability are discussed.    A number of miscellaneous calculations concerned 
with possible frequency errors are  ...c«. 

2. Characteristics 

There are at present two rather distinct types of cavities, the 1022, 2.3, 
24, 2$ series made by ffestlngh-juse, and the 1Q26 made by G. E.    These differ 
widely in appearance and in fundamental design.    The }'..::l (this number will be 
used to designate the whole series)  and 1Q26 are shown pictorially in Fig. 1 
and schematically ir. Figs* 2 and 3. 

Both cavities are hermetically reeled by means of glass windows placed 
over the coupling upertures and are designed to have  relatively small vari- 
ations in resonant frequency due to temperature changes, vibration and mechan- 
ical shock, and variations in extern«.! atmospheric pressure. 

The nomr.nal resonant frequencies of the various cavities are as follows: 

1Q22 
1Q23 
1024 
1Q25 
1Q26 

9250 Mc/sec 
0280 Mc/sec 
9310 UC/JSC 
93'5 Mc/sec 
92S0 Mc/sec 

The 9250 and 9280 Mc/sec cavities are intended for use .vith  receivers of 
60 and 30 Mc/sec i-f respectivsly as standards against witich to tune the local 
oscillator to receive the X-band beacon l(,eatod at 9310 Mc/sec.    The 9310 
tic/sec cavity is intended to monitor the beacon transmitter, and the 9375 
Uc/sec cavity is used to tune the local oscillater of the beacon receiver,    in 
this last application,  the loca". oscillator is frequency modulated to hunt over 
the aircraft radar band.    At present only 9250 und 92d0 Mc/sec cavities are 
used in AFC circuits, while th-a 9310 end 937? Uc/sec cavities are used as moni- 
tors for manual control.    The applications of beacon reference cavities to AFC 
circuits have been discussed by Pound in R.L.  Report 694-, by Farr in R.L. 
Reports 386 and 905, and by Durand in R.L. Report 337. 

Examination of Fij. 2 indicates that the 1Q22 i 
copper diaphragm attached to an Invar strut teat is 
the copper cylinder.    As the  temperature of the cavl 
tending to reduce the resonant frequency.    However, 
atively unchanged in length and is pulled up by tee 
ing up tne diaphragm and reducing the capacity loadl 
Increase the resonant frequency. vity frequon 
Mc/sec by a diaplacement of tea dia;:'   -■. ;m of .001". 

a a copper cavity with a 
fixed at its upper end to 
ty 13 increased, it expands, 
the Invar rod resaaina rel- 
copper cylinder, tens puli- 
ng.    This effect tends to 
ey id changed about 9 

'?y proper design,  tee two 
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FIG.   I.      X-BAND     BEACON   REFERENCE   CAVITIES 

TOP:      IQ22 
BOTTOM:   IQ26 
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effects can be mad« to compensate each other, and in practice a high order of 
compensation is achieved over a tenperature range from -SO   C to 100   C.    The 
cavity is shock mounted within an aluminum block, which clamps botween stan- 
dard 1" x 1/2" waveguide with UG-/.0/U chokes. 

Fig. 3 shows the construction of the 1Q26.    It is an all Invar cavity, 
tuned by a variable capacitance on a flsxible Fernico diaphragm, adjusted by 
a differential tuning scraw.    All the  temperature compensation Is achieved ty 
virtue of tb* low coefficient of expansion of Invar.    A more recent development 
utilises a section of nlckel-utoal in the outer tuning cylinder to obtain a dif- 
ferential expansion and thus jjet a higher degree of temperature compensation. 
The 1Q26, like the 1Q22, acunta between 0G-4O/U chokes on 1" x l/2" waveguide. 

The sealing windows of the 1Q22 ars similar to those in the 1B24 TR tube. 
They are Kovar rings with 707 glcas scaled inside;  the whole assembly is soft 
soldered into the copper cavity«    Tho 1Q26 uses Corning Vlcor glass windows 
with a metallized ring near the outer edge.    These glass windows are soft sol- 
dered directly to the Invar« 

The cavities are evacuated to a pressure of a fow ma flg and are thus un- 
affected by changao in the ■ilelacfcrie constant of tho atiaosphere due to changes 
In pressure or humidity«    The prejjuro is chosen 3o that if the cavity is ex- 
posed to the magnetron piA;<a, a glcK discharge will be established within it, 
thus indicating whether the cavity has leaked air or not. 

The limits of frequency ai-ors fee the 1Q22 and 1Q26 allowed by the present 
Army-Navy specifications are giv^r. bale«. 

Vibration 
Shock, mounting 
Atmospheric pressure 
20° to 100° C 
0* to -55* C 
Hysteresis 
Q 
Insertion loss 

1Q22 

+ 0.10 ac/sec 
+ 0.10 
±0.15 
+ 0.30 
+ 0.30 
+ 0.30 
1900-2400 
4-6 db 

1Q26 

+ 0.10 Vc/seo 
Not specified 
+ 0.15 
+ 1.80 
± 1.80 
Not specified 
1000-1500 
5-8 db 

Curves of tuning vs temperature for the 1Q22, 1Q26 and the compensated 
1Q26 are given in Fig. 4«    It »ill ta noted that the 1Q22 curve is not linear 
nor has it the same shape for different cavities.    The 1Q22 tends to be over- 
oompenaated at the ends of the temperature range. 

The phenomenon of tunir.g-tciperature hysterssls occurs in the 1Q22 series 
of cavities.    If a cavity is taken from room temperature to »my other temperature 
and then returned to rccm tauperaturej  its filial resonant frequency will,  in 
general, be different than its initial frt^uency.    The cau:>e of this phenomenon 
is not fully understood.    However,  it ii believed to bo K-SHoclated with the 
elastic properties of the diapi-. ragü since the eff.ot *as reduced by changing 
from a .GCu*  to a .010* thic'i dia^r-tcn.    There U  ,tIt*o scae evidence that ua- 
equal heating of üis cavity duri.it, Uie brazil«; ojWtH.tlor.3 n-eavaj residual 
strains  in  the  cavity, rittd  t:.io  eia-.Li-rbuU«;.-:   to  U»e ny.. ienvjia»     It has  beoa 
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TUNING-TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS   of  IQ22 
and   1026  CAVITIES 

Figure    4 
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observed that if a cavity ia carried through a number of temperature cycles be- 
tween 100   C and -40   C,  the hysteresis Is large on the first few cycles, and 
gradually reduces in amplitude until it reaches some stable value.    It has also 
been observed that if the cavity is held at the extreme temperatures for only a 
short tie» (of the order of 6C minut;;s),  the stable value reached after a number 
of cycles will be upset if the holding tins is later increased to 8 hours at the 
extreme temperatures.    After a number of cycles with the longer holding time,  e 
new equilibrium will be 3et up«    At pveaert all 1Q22 ctvitloB are given u number 
of long temperature cycles that presumably reduce the hystarosis» to a stable 
value of less than + 0.30 Mc/sec.    Fig. 5 is a plot of the resonant frequency 
at room temperature after alternate het and cold temperature cycles. 

The Q of the 1Q22 is conoidsrably higher than that of the 1Q26 (2000 to 
1300).    The reason for this is that after tho Westis.ghcuae cavity was finished, 
it wa» discovered tnat the 723A/B iccal oscillator could not  *ork into a load 
with a Q higher than about 1400 without experiencing & frequency Jump of as 
much as 2 Mc/sec just at the resonant frequency of the cavity.    Rather than 
change tho Q of +.he cavity, it »sas decided to load it uc*n by increasing the 
conductance of the output load.    In the eaae of the G. S. cavity it was decided 
to reduce the Q by increasing the dlssipative loss within the cavity.    This was 
done by coating the inside of the cavity with «hat is e-J^ontiully a cionel coat- 
ing.    This is applied by plating tho cavity first with copper,  then with nickel, 
after which it is fired in a hydrogen furnace.    This procedure  results in a 
simpler external circuit, sinco a matched load can be used«   However, the figure 
of merit* of the externally lcided lQ."?i is greater than  that of tho internally 
loaded 1Q26.    The figure of merit relates the tendoncy of the oscillator  to juap 
frequency to tho cavity parejoters and '.s given by 

.:/'.:.. 

(VQ0 + 1/Q2)2    ' C 
(1) 

where QQ, Q,, and Q2 are  the unloadod, input, and output Q*s ronpoccively, and 
C is a quantity related to tne pulling fi£ure of tlio oscillator (ft.L.  Report 
694). 

3.    Tolerances 

The frequency limits indicated in Section 2 ace ldaal in the aense that 
they assume all the errors f.ri.-e in tr • cavity itself and none in the external 
circuits.    The conductance piano of the 1Q22 cavity is .500" back of the face 
of the aluminum block.    (The conductance plane is that at which the minimum of 
the VSWR is found at resonance).    In thr» A?S-30 type of AFC circuit, the cavity 
is loaded at its output by « conductance g. = AY .    However,  this high conduc- 
tance is obtained by setting up a Y3S8 of ":1 of°p*.*oper phase,    wliat errors in 
frequency are introduced if the phaso of tho standing wave or the location of 
the conductance plane are net in  their nominal positions? 

972-3 
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Fig. 6 

In Fig. 6 the loading due to the steading wave ia I = g,+ jb.    If the 
phase is correct, I - A + jO.    Hoirever, as the phrse changea, b will become 
different from zero. 

1 + 16 tan2G "* 1 + (ftiAfAJ2 
(1) 

Where 0 ia the phase shift of the standing wave in radians, and A/ ia the pha3e 
shift in centimeters. 

*-f Near resonance, Ab = 2gQ ^r 

\r 
Abf 

2gQ (2) 

Where f    is the nominal ;*eücnart frc^uoncy, g la  the  total loading on the uavity., 
Q is that corresponding to g, end Af iu the result *«r.t change of resonant fre- 
quency of  the cavity.    Between Hatched loud and generator,  the cavity has a 
Qj^ = 2000, g s 3.5, and f   = 9310 Kc/aec. 

Af ■ J^-S^vT" = .668 Ab Uc/sec 2 x 3.5 x 200 (3) 

Fig.  7 is a plot of freruency al.iffc (V) against phaae shift (A$) using Eqn. 
(1) and (3). 

In the caae of a cavity mounted betweon nominally »itched loads, we can 
calculate the naxiau-a p.j03iblo frequency error  ':.:■   ..• ar.y i;iven xiaaatch.    The 
maximum suaceptance  (b) for any giren standing watre ratio (r)  ia 

N-l«Sf (r > 1) 

and the corresponding frequency error for tha 1Q23 ia 

f       = .334 xLiJ. 

and for the lii.6, w'.<:-. 

U) 

(5) 
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■*mx ' -M 
iLj tic/sec (6) 

These two function*» are plotted In Fig, 8.    It should be noted  that these are 
the maximum errors due to a VSWR in either the loed or generator. 

Since the insertion loss toleranoea ^.re moderately severe,  xot U3 cal- 
culate the effect of mi3inet.ched loudj re generators on the transmission (T) 

T - _i 
K+ «c+ *J* 

whore g    is the load conductance, g    the generator conductance, and g    the 
cavity conductance, all referred to°i common referanoo plruae.    Fig. 9 is a 
plot of the effect of varying g   a»;rl g   on T for the 1Q23 and 1Q26, assuming 
that g   s 1.5 for the 1Q22, and0;-   s 2 L'or the 1Q26. 

Since the loaded Q is specif led  tc a  tolerance of about j. 12-1/2 ,ief cent, 
the instrumental errors should' be halt!  to  !,ha order of + 5 per cent overall, 
and the contribution to this er.-cr caused h* mismatched Lead and generator 
should be less Ulan 2 per cent.    Therefore,,  ihe totsl mismatch cf generator 
and load should not exceod 1.07.    In ether v-ords,  .93 * g   + g_ s 1.07,    Thus, 
the  restriction imposed by the need for an accurate Q *&lsa are auch more 
severe than those imposed i;y the need for «3 aecurets. transmission value, 

4.    Measurements 

The reconHnt frequency and iv.dod 1 of  -h-;se cavities are measured with 
a "Q-Meter", frequency standard, ?.r.d interpolation oscillator.    These equip- 
ments are described in the following ft.L.   A;ports:    Frequency Stdej 9250 
Mc/sec, Report li-207; 9230 Uc/sec Report U-208j 9210 Uc/sec Report tt-209; 
Interpolation Oscillators;  Report 55.5-8-21-45»  9 W3ter 55.5-9-12-45. Briefly, 
the measurement i3 as followsi    A variable electron-coupled otcAliator at 
about 5 Uc/sec is calibrated against an absoVilc  freq^ieney standard (WWV). 
Its output is multiplied up to 1857 Uc/uec in conventional vacuum tube cir- 
cuits.    The 1857 Uc/sec output *;; used to ürivu a lfl?3 crystal mounted in 
1" x 1/2" guide.    The non-line&r character is tic  cf the crystal result© in a 
rich haraonic con tan t, and ths poxer at 92$0 Uc/sec is about 10~    watts,    A 
high Q cavity is  i.«ed to reject all the harmonies, but t*?e one  required. The 
output can be varied a few Kc/sec by tuninj  ihe electron coupled oscillator^ 
and the absolute frequency can bo easily held to + 5 or 10 kc. 

A frequency moduli-ted 723A/3 is uaod to fsed the cavity under test.    If 
sufficient padding is used and  the 72^ is centered in its mode, *he output 
of the cavity, feeding a matched crystal, -.f'.ll accurately  plot the response 
curve of the cavity;  th?.a is plotted cr a cathode  ray tube in the conventional 
manner.    Simultanejjsly, s. portion of the ixocl  with the ».bsolute 
frequency   standard and detected in cv> pjplifier »Jth r.  *.<.•' 'bje intermediate 
frequency (f.).    A3  tie liar the  standr.rd frequency (*"a)i 
the i-f amplifier will   . ■:,-■■ d   ben 1       f-s '   fsf   +f,,    The o *"    i 



output of the amplifier u used to i^tcvisib-' modulate the cathode ray tube 
(usually as a pair of  bright spots),    fliuse »pots .nay be centered on the 
cavity response characteristic by varying f -    The value of f    required to 
symmetrically locate  the spots on tho tasa  is wqual to the  resonant frequency 
of the cavity. 
mainlng symmeti 
the point of half-power response,  the Q of the cavity will be given by f/2f., 

If f.  is varied,  the spcts «ill move up and down the trace,  re- 
gaining symmetrical about the center.    In particular  if they are located at 

in order to check this electronic equipment,  the Q of a 1Q23 was care- 
fully measured by plotting V'.3.v" as a function of frequency.    The standing wave 
ratio corresponding to the half-power paints in given by 

, l^t-i-t fiL±-l 
1 4 0   -Iß" + 1 

where ß is the standing wave ratio at resonancs (also the minimum standing wava 
ratio)*    Frequency differences weru mouaured with a TFX-16 wavemeter that had 
been modified by adding a vornlor tuner with a least ccutit of .05 Me/eec, and 
standing wave ratios were ceasurei with an X-bend spectrum analyzer TSX-43E. 

A stabilized 723A/8 U3ing an r-f discriminator and d-c feed back amplifier 
was used as a signal source (ft.L.  Reports 662, 815).    With all thea« precautions, 
the Q value obtained from a number of fjanurao^nt» had a probable error of + I 
per cent.    The same cavity was then measured or the C-meter at Weatlnghouse. 
The agreement of the  two neasuraizents nxa of tha order of 1 par cant.    The res- 
ponse of two cavities may be compared  visually by ;reJ.ns sf an Instrument TFX-29RL 
that alternately plot3  the response  zS each cavitv oa a cathode  rav tube.    !flth 
this instrument the Q,   tuning, and insertion loss of an unknown cavity may be 
compared to a .standard calibrated cavity. 

The measurement of the location  ni* ti» conductance plane of the cavity can 
be made in several ways.    If trie 1    it OJcil   .tor can *>e ^et exactly  to the reso- 
nant frequency of the cavity under te3t,  then tne location of the mfnieum of the 
input at&nding wave can be measured diractly.    This is not generaxly practical 
since different cavities may differ in frequency by a» uuch a:: J.6 Mc/sec, and 
if the test frequency differs- from the  reaonant frequency,  tue measurement »111 
be in error by the amount indicated in Fig. .10.    However, a plot oi  phase a« a 
function of frequency (Fig. II)  ii,. cctaa  that fat- from resonance,  the standing 
wave will have almost the same phaae ss at resonance, and that the rate of change 
of phase with frequency i3 much  glorar  than at rer.onance. 



Therefore,  one can measure the phase at f   * 100 Mc/sec and the average of these 
two measurements will be very nearly equai to the phase at resonance (to about 
+ .001").    Since a tolerance of * .QIC" is allowed in the location of the con- 
ductance plane, and present manufactiring techniques require this wide a toler- 
ance,  the measurement itself :ou3t be accurate to about +  .001". 

5,    Sumaary 

There are now available two typas of X-band bsacon reference cavities,  the 
1Q22 series made by ffestinghou.)e cad tl.s 1Q26 me.de by 3. E„    The 1Q22 sorias 
have greater frequency vs temperature stability than does the 1Q26.    Both have 
excellent stability against shook, vibration- ar.d handling.    The problem of 
sealing the differential screw against further rotation In ths 1Q26 is a dif- 
ficult one, and a number of different cements and sealing compounds have been 
tried with varying degrees cf .access*    The higher unloaded Q and loaded Q of 
the 1Q22 gives it a better figure of asrit than the 1Q;:6.    However,  the accur- 
acy required in the plir.se of the 4-1 standing wave introduced by tho crystal 
load and the tolerance in tho location of the conductance plane of  the cavity 
make the actual frequency eriors greater than those expected for operation 
between matched load And generator* 

A few thermally compensated iQ26's have been built, and these are appar- 
ently as wall compensated as the 1Q22* 

The 1Q26 is considerably smaller in volume than  the 1Q.^2.    For aircraft 
use,  the weight is also important.    The 1Q22 weighs 12.1 oz. as compared to 
6.6 oz.  for the 1Q26. 

L. D.  Smulliv! 

November 28, 1945 
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ABSTRACT: 
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